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Inter-agency Working Group for Airborne 
Data and Telemetry Systems (IWGADTS)
Goals:
The Interagency Coordinating Committee for Airborne Geosciences Research and Applications (ICCAGRA) was established to improve 
cooperation and communication among agencies sponsoring airborne platforms and instruments for research and applications, and to
f i l l t i b i i Th I t W ki G f Ai b D tserve as a resource or sen or eve  managemen  on a r orne geosc ences ssues. e n eragency or ng roup or r orne a a 
and Telecommunications Systems (IWGADTS) is a subgroup to ICCAGRA for the purpose of developing recommendations leading to 
increased interoperability among airborne platforms and instrument payloads, producing increased synergy among research programs
with similar goals, and enabling the suborbital layer of the Global Earth Observing System of Systems. 
User Survey Highlights:
Desired aircraft commonality:
Power and cable hookups
Instrumentation racks
Synchronized data timing
Real-time feed
Recommendations:
• Timing: IRIG-B, NTP optional
• Data transmission: Ethernet UDP
• Real-time Feed: 1 second IWG1 packet
• Data Exchange: General CSV packet
In-progress:
• Data file formats: 2
- One ASCII
- One binary (NetCDF?)
• Metadata
• Data Discovery
Data file format
Platform documentation
Instrument documentation requirements
RAF_GV,20010920T151645,14.642,96.4235,4229.12,,4255.74,4235.87,137.172,134.938,209.011,0.162247,0.0558355,185.039,189.068,4.23184,2.98645,0.90837,0.488137,2.95111,5.49085,-7.03531,14.0805,614.777,72.7016,860.533,8.57255,78.2577,0.0569099,0.821413,0.749384,, 
RAF_G20010920T151646,14.6407,96.4237,4229.11V,,,4256.08,4235.13,137.123,134.964,209.05,0.162314,0.0753046,185.008,189.062,4.2552,3.00751,1.02753,0.531389,2.97981,5.48919,-7.13719,14.0823,614.751,72.7295,860.48,8.52775,78.4959,0.0978415,0.821343,0.749454,, 
Aircraft Ground Feed (CSV packet)
RAF_GV,20010920T151647,14.6395,96.4239,4229.29,,4256,4235.38,137.123,134.932,208.999,0.162235,0.107023,185.002,189.056,4.25649,2.98599,1.08514,0.556826,2.95908,5.50397,-7.41387,14.0934,614.757,72.6933,860.341,8.46962,78.37,0.114108,0.821272,0.749524,, 
RAF_GV,20010920T151648,14.6383,96.4241,4229.5,,4256.62,4236.84,137.123,134.78,208.757,0.161876,0.0213932,185.012,189.059,4.24933,2.96759,1.00261,0.426581,2.91874,5.50798,-7.66558,14.0785,614.711,72.5206,860.141,8.79653,77.9665,0.00552505,0.821202,0.749594,, 
RAF_GV,20010920T151649,14.637,96.4243,4229.41,,4256.21,4236.11,137.118,134.736,208.69,0.161766,0.0154686,184.998,189.053,4.259,2.99124,1.0347,0.565356,3.00252,5.5053,-7.50206,14.0699,614.741,72.4732,860.034,8.51082,77.0515,0.146653,0.821132,0.749664,, 
NOAA_SP2,20090120T145531,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332 
NOAA_SP2,20090120T145532,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332 
NOAA_SP2,20090120T145533,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332 
NOAA_SP2,20090120T145534,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332
Instrument Ground Feed (CSV packet)
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Instrument Data (CSV packet):
MTP,20090120T145531,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332 
MTP,20090120T145532,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332 
MTP,20090120T145533,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332 
MTP,20090120T145534,15.7738,-96.2707,137.462,6.9332
Data File (e.g. NASA Ames)
IWG1,20010920T151645,14.642,96.4235,4229.12,,4255.74,4235.87,137.172,134.938,209.011,0.162247,0.0558355,185.039,189.068,4.23184,2.98645,0.90837,0.488137,2.95111,5.49085,-7.03531,14.0805,614.777,72.7016,860.533,8.57255,78.2577,0.0569099,0.821413,0.749384,, 
IWG1,20010920T151646,14.6407,96.4237,4229.11,,4256.08,4235.13,137.123,134.964,209.05,0.162314,0.0753046,185.008,189.062,4.2552,3.00751,1.02753,0.531389,2.97981,5.48919,-7.13719,14.0823,614.751,72.7295,860.48,8.52775,78.4959,0.0978415,0.821343,0.749454,, 
IWG1,20010920T151647,14.6395,96.4239,4229.29,,4256,4235.38,137.123,134.932,208.999,0.162235,0.107023,185.002,189.056,4.25649,2.98599,1.08514,0.556826,2.95908,5.50397,-7.41387,14.0934,614.757,72.6933,860.341,8.46962,78.37,0.114108,0.821272,0.749524,, 
IWG1,20010920T151648,14.6383,96.4241,4229.5,,4256.62,4236.84,137.123,134.78,208.757,0.161876,0.0213932,185.012,189.059,4.24933,2.96759,1.00261,0.426581,2.91874,5.50798,-7.66558,14.0785,614.711,72.5206,860.141,8.79653,77.9665,0.00552505,0.821202,0.749594,, 
IWG1,20010920T151649,14.637,96.4243,4229.41,,4256.21,4236.11,137.118,134.736,208.69,0.161766,0.0154686,184.998,189.053,4.259,2.99124,1.0347,0.565356,3.00252,5.5053,-7.50206,14.0699,614.741,72.4732,860.034,8.51082,77.0515,0.146653,0.821132,0.749664,, 
   _
0
1
UTC GGALT GGLON GGLAT 
83550 133.775 139.35 35.7402
83551 134.136 139.35 35.7407
83552 134.357 139.35 35.7412
83553 134.676 139.35 35.7418
... 
Aircraft Data (IWG1 packet):
Figure 1: Examples of CSV data packets, from bottom to top:
1. Aircraft data feed is broadcast around the aircraft on Ethernet via UDP.  Instruments still using RS232 
can convert the UDP to RS232 with small commercially available converters.
2. Instrument Data is distributed around the aircraft on Ethernet via UDP.  Instruments still using RS232 
can convert from RS232 to UDP with small commercially available converters.
3. Aircraft and instrument data can be transmitted to the ground and made available in any manner.
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4. Common data file formats are made available after the flight.
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